SCMSD001
ABSORBENT COTTON WOOL ROLL
15G 25G 50G 100G 250G 454G 500G 1000G
PAPER PACKING
PLASTIC BAG PACKING

SCMSD002
ZIGZAG COTTON WOOL
10G 25G 35G 50G 100G

SCMSD003
COTTON BALL
0.5G 0.5G 1G 2G
STERILE/UNSTERILE

SCMSD004
ABSORBENT STRING

SCMSD005
ABSORBENT TAPE

SCMSD006
GAUZE AND COTTON TISSUE 500G

SCMSD007
ABSORBENT GAUZE ROLL
36"X100YDS-4PLY

SCMSD008
ABSORBENT GAUZE ROLL
36"X100YDS-ZIGZAG

SCMSD009
ABSORBENT GAUZE ROLL
36"X100YDS-PILLOW TYPE

SCMSD010
LAP SPONGE STERILE
PREWASHED/UNPREWASHED

SCMSD011
LAP SPONGE UNSTERILE
PREWASHED/UNPREWASHED

SCMSD012
ABDOMINAL PAD
SCMSD013
GAUZE SPONGE UNSTERILE
WITH/WITHOUT X-RAY

SCMSD014
GAUZE SPONGE STERILE
WITH/WITHOUT X-RAY

SCMSD015
GAUZE BALL
STERILE/UNSTERILE
WITH/WITHOUT X-RAY

SCMSD016
NON-WOVEN SWAB
STERILE/UNSTERILE
WITH/WITHOUT X-RAY

SCMSD017
EYE PAD
STERILE/UNSTERILE

SCMSD018
SURGICAL TOWEL

SCMSD019
TRIANGULAR BANDAGE
FABRIC/NON-WOVEN

SCMSD020
W.O.W. GAUZE BANDAGE

SCMSD021
GAUZE BANDAGE
WOVEN EDGE

SCMSD022
KERLIX BANDAGE
SHRINKING BANDAGE
STERILE/UNSTERILE

SCMSD023
SILK SURGICAL TAPE

SCMSD024
ZINC OXIDE ADHESIVE PLASTER

SHANGHAI CHANNELMED GROUP
CE & ISO CERTIFIED

Fax: +86-21-58354018
E-mail: sales@channelmed.com
Http://www.channelmed.com
SCMSD037  PLASTER OF PARIS BANDAGE
SCMSD038  ORTHOPAEDIC PADDING
SCMSD039  ADHESIVE ELASTIC BANDAGE

SCMSD040  COTTON CREPE BANDAGE
SCMSD041  COTTON + VISCOSE ELASTIC BANDAGE
SCMSD042  CONFORMING ELASTIC BANDAGE
STERILE/UNSTERILE

SCMSD043  RUBBER ELASTIC BANDAGE
SKIN COLOUR
SCMSD044  NET BANDAGE
SCMSD045  STOCKINETTE BANDAGE

SCMSD046  MEDICAL NON-WOVEN ADHESIVE ELASTIC BANDAGE
SCMSD047  COTTON ADHESIVE BANDAGE
SCMSD048  VETFLEX BANDAGE
SCMNWP001
FACE MASK 3PLY TIE ON
BY LEADING-WIRE WITH BRASHON

SCMNWP002
FACE MASK 3PLY TIE ON
BY SEWING

SCMNWP003
FACE MASK 3PLY EARLOOP FLAT
ELASTIC BY LEADING-WIRE WITH BRASHON

SCMNWP004
FACE MASK 3PLY EARLOOP FLAT
ELASTIC BY SEWING

SCMNWP005
FACE MASK 3PLY EARLOOP
ROUND ELASTIC LATEX FREE BY
LEADING WIRE WITH BRASHON

SCMNWP006
FACE MASK 2PLY TIE ON/EARLOOP

SCMNWP007
SURGICAL MASK WITH ANTI-FOG

SCMNWP008
PAPER FACE MASK 1PLY AND 2PLY
WHITE/BLUE

SCMNWP009
DUST FACE MASK
160G 180G 220G ... WHITE/BLUE

SCMNWP010
MOLDED CONE MASKS/
RESPIRATORS DM0401 A-20
(FFP1)

SCMNWP011
MOLDED CONE MASKS/
RESPIRATORS DM0401 A-23 DM0401 A-23P(FFP1)

SCMNWP012
DUCKBILL MASK RESPIRATORS
JTY A-11/B-11/C-11 (FFP2)
SCMNWP067
TABLE COVER

SCMNWP068
SMS SURGICAL DRAPES
Surgical drapes SMS are made from hydrophobic non-woven textile type SMS used mainly for minor surgeries with low fluid leak. Drapes are single packed and supplied sterile.

SCMNWP069
SURGICAL DRAPES DS 2
Two layer surgical drapes from non-woven textile, laminated with PE foil on the bottom side, highly absorbent on the top side. Drapes are 100% resistant to fluids supplied sterile single packed.

SCMNWP070
UNIVERSAL LAP SETS
- Table cover 150x150cm 1pc
- Absorbent towel 32x32cm 2pcs
- Mayo cover 75x145cm 1pc
- Lap drape with IF 240x320cm 1pc
- Op-tape 10x50cm 1pc
- Wrapping sheet 75x80cm 1pc

SCMNWP071
UNIVERSAL OPHTHALMIC SET
- Ophthalmic drape with IF and two F/C pouches 155x122cm 1pc
- Mayo cover 75x145cm 1pc
- Wrapping sheet 75x80cm 1pc

SCMNWP072
GYNAECOLOGY SET
- Wrapping sheet 75x80cm 1pc
- Table cover 100x150cm 1pc
- Combined drape with adhesive edge II 180x200 1pc
- Perianal drape III 75x120cm 1pc
- Limb cover III 75x120cm 2pcs
- Table cover 100x150cm 1pc
- Armamentarium drape 50x51.6cm 1pc
- Op-tape 10x50cm 2pcs
- Mayo cover 75x145cm 1pc
- Surgical gown classic size L 1pc
- Absorbent towel 32x32 4pcs